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ACROSS

I—Crush into
pulp

s—Cheeped
10— A fancy

11—
of a tube

12—Perfume
with odors

14—Particle of
negation

15—Likely
16— Seventh

note of the
scale

18-Cease
20 —A deed
21- used

to form
feminine
nouns

23 —Reacted
'

26 —Short poem
28—Guided
30 —Dart
32The (old

form)
33 High in

pitch
(music)

35—Compensa-
tion for
profession-
al services

37—Indian
prince

39—Rage
41—Identical
42Fashioned
43Plunder

DOWN

1—Isinglass

2Proficient
3Dispatched
4Possesses
s_Symbol for

plumbum
6- period

of time
7 Greek god

of love

8—Caressed
9 Edema

13—Engrave
with </orro-
sive fluid

17—Kingdom of
Europe

19—Esker
(geol.)

l 20—Dipthong of
Latin
origin

\ 22—Peers <
\ 23—8e1l tower

of a church
24Shift
25Termina-

tion of the
past tense

27—First note
of the scale

29—Blaze
31—A river

duck
33 Partly open
34Plural

pronoun
36—Evening

before a
holiday

38—Viper
40—Man’s

nickname
Answer to previous puzzle
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BARCLAY ON BRIDGE
By Shepard Barclay

“The Authority on Authorities”

CONSIDER YOUR TASK

YOUR PLAN OP play depends
tartly upon the height of the con-
jct What would be the sole pos-
de chance to make a three spade

contract may be utterly wrong when
youare playing for only two spades.
Then you may be able to sacrifice
a trick on a safety play which
makes the success of the contract
a sun thing or very nearly one,
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(Dealer: South. East-West vul-
nerable.)

South bid 1-Spade on this deal,
West passed- and North bid 2-
Spades, which ended the bidding.

West led the club Q, which de-
clarer won. He then cashed two
rounds of trumps. Next came a
heart lead. West won and then

cashed his spade Q. As a result,
South lost three heart tricks, a dia-
mond, a club and a trump.

Declarer should have attempted
to set up hearts-'before drawing
trumps. Had he played that way, he
would have lost only two hearts and
a trickin each of tftd other suitdL

Had he been playing for a 3-Spade
contract his procedure was correct,
as finding the trumps divided was
the only possible chance to moke his
contract As the cards lay, he would
have gone down two, however,
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Tomorrow's Problem -
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(Dealer: North. East-West vul-
nerable.)

> What is the correct -defense

. against South’s contract of 4-
l Spades?
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Happiness Is Up f
To Optic Thalami

Kese Groups of Ganglia in Brain Are Cepters
for the Co-ordination of Sensation
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1H a disorder of the

thalami, the patient says, “Some-
thing is happening to me; I am be-
ing hurt”, instead of, “Youare stick-
ing a pin into the back of my hand”.

The usefulness of the thalami
probably lies in the absorption and
sorting out of sensations. We are
constantly having more sensations
than we -can handle. The thalami
receive all these and classify them
and adjudicate them. If they art
important, the. thalami send them up
to the big boss.

The cerebellum does the same sort
of thing on the motor side. To my
way of thinking, the cerebellum is
the most marvelous organ in the hu-
man body. It is the only one that is
absolutely perfect, and woe be unto
you ifyou lose thegucoroipgof your
cerebellum.

Here is what the cerebellum does.
Tou are sitting in your chair read-
ing this newspaper. You decide to
toss iton the chair nextJo*you, and
with uncanny accuracy it lights ex-
actly on the seat of the chair. Ifyou
measured the exact distance, the
weight of the paper and the amount
of muscular force required to throw
it there, and then proceeded on the
basis of your mathematical calcula-
tions, the chances jure your attempt

would be an abysmal foflurt.,,/Bufc
the cerebellum.doesaU thiscaloolat-
ing for you and the result is perfect.
It is, you see, a combination of eye,
equilibrium, awareness of muscular
control and the balance of the body

in space. All of the elements are
centered and co-ordinated in the cer-
ebellum.
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SCOTT'S SCRAP BOOK _By R. J. SCOTT
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FAKETI y X By PAUL ROBINSON
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